
Improving data quality 
while saving resources

SNP Validate

Achieving reliable data validation

In the dynamic environment of SAP systems, customers grapple with a 
common challenge – ensuring the accuracy and quality of data. Any 
change in the landscape demands meticulous testing for data correct-
ness, a task complicated by the sheer volume of records involved.

There are two typical approaches to data testing. The first involves IT-
led validation constrained by time and budget, limiting the scope of 
testing to less than 1%. The second approach entails delegating the 
testing responsibility to the business team. While this seems intuitive, 
there is often reluctance among business stakeholders, as many 
changes seem to lack immediate business value.

A paradigm shift

Imagine a solution that not only minimizes the time and effort required 
for data quality assurance, but also ensures the reliability and trustwor-
thiness of your SAP systems. 

Unveiling SNP Validate, a purpose-built SAP application engineered to 
streamline and automate validation and reconciliation tasks. Our soft-
ware empowers your organization by automating data verification ac-
tivities, enabling large-scale testing with minimal effort, providing a 
wide array of test management options, and generating comprehen-
sive summaries and documentation with just a few clicks.

As you navigate the complex terrain of system changes and adjust-
ments, let SNP Validate be your strategic ally, easing the workload and 
guaranteeing consistent validation of data across diverse transitions.

 � Automated data validation

 � Robust test management environment

 � Experience-driven content delivery

 � Multi-level reconciliation

 � Reusability of defined tests

 � On-demand summary and documentation

By generating compressed data snapshots from selected objects, SNP 
Validate facilitates an efficient comparison between two systems or 
validates the consistency of a single system at distinct points in time.

 � Direct table content comparison

 � SAP report output comparison

 � Selectivity options ensure only relevant data is verified

 � Data changes and adjustments can be incorporated

Define test cases
Prepare the testing scope
▪ Table data
▪ ABAP reports

Before-image
Run data collection 
and save result

Execute change
Perform migration, system 
upgrade, release update...

After-image
Run data collection 
and save result

Validate data 
Compare before 
and after images
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Time savings
Reduce preparation, execution, and documentation time by 
up to 95% 

Expanded scope
Extend the scope to ensure coverage of all relevant areas for 
a more comprehensive validation

Quality, correctness and completeness
Achieve unparalleled levels of quality, correctness, and 
completeness in your data validation activities

Risk reduction
Reduce overall risk by leveraging a solution designed to 
mitigate potential challenges 

Drastic testing duration reduction
Experience a significant reduction in testing durations and 
accelerate the pace of your projects
 
Resource optimization
Utilize resources efficiently, allowing your team to focus on 
more critical tasks and strategic initiatives


